
Peulat Erev 
ShoaÞm 2015 Summer Annual Dress Your Madrich Fashion Show

Approximate Duration: 45 minutes

Ideal Location: Beit Am Aleph

Goal: Madrichim strut the shoaÞm summer fashion line for entire edam to behold.  Work it Sho 
Tzevet!

MCs: Koby and Saul - in charge of introducing the peulat and calling up each tzriÞmÕs 
madrich(im) and chanichim that are announcing the characters. 

One Madrich/Karen - in charge of playing music

Description:
Each tzrif has a theme -

• Tzrif 3 - Business
• Tzrif 13 - Country
• Tzrif 15 - Athlete
• Tzrif 17 - Hipster
• Tzrif 33 - Rockstar
• Tzrif 35 - Superhero

They will go back to Tzrif (Approximately 15 minutes) and dress their madrichim (one or 
both if there is enough time) according their theme.  A good way to make sure you donÕt have to 
wear underwear on your head or shelves get raided is to lay out clothing that your chanchim will 
choose from, so your personal area doesnÕt look like the end to a major war.

Not only do chanichim create an outÞt for madrichim, but they must also create a 
character that goes along with that theme.  please choose two representatives from each tzrif to 
announce the created character on the runway.

i.e. Theme - hollywood = suzy the rising actress who not only lives the glamorous 
life but also wears it.  she enjoys riding in limos and eating only the most expensive food while 
hanging out with all her celebrity friends.

A song for the runway must also be chosen - that can either be the chanchim or the 
madrichimÕs decision

When everyone is dressed and ready, head back to the BAA.  Sit by TzriÞm close to the 
stage (the catwalk).  Saul and Koby will begin the fashion show - call up each Tzrif (madrich and 
chanichim).  Make it ßashy and fun (if your engaged their engaged).  Madrichim will come to the 
stage, music will play as they strut their stuff and chanichim announce the character they have 
created.

Supplies: speakers, microphone, music, madrichim clothing, the inner diva to be released.

Sikkum: release the inner creativity of chanichim as well as build tzrif teamwork!!


